
Abstract 
 
 
 

Tracy, William Christopher.  Neural Networks for the Dynamics of Multi-Link Systems. (Under 
the direction of Larry Silverberg.) 
 
 
This paper developed specialized artificial neural networks for dynamical systems. For single-

degree-of-freedom systems, specialized networks were developed for a) first-order linear, b) 

second-order linear, complex, first-order, and c) second-order with sigmoid damping (a 

generalization of viscous damping and dry friction damping). Digitization errors were eliminated 

by a specialized sub-network that corrected amplitude and phase output. Next, a network was 

developed for normal-mode systems. Finally, networks were developed for multi-link systems. 

Trigonometric nonlinearities were handled by the activation functions and multiplicative 

nonlinearities were handled by a custom sub-network. The treatment of the trigonometric 

nonlinearities and the multiplicative nonlinearities are kernels that can be expanded into 

specialized networks for a broad class of multi-link systems.  The paper closes with an 

illustrative example of a three-link system resembling an upper arm, forearm, and hand. The 

three-link system is optimized to throw a basketball in a hoop with minimum effort.    
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Introduction 
 

The imitation of the magnificent neural architectures found in living species by so-

called artificial neural networks (ANN), rule-based systems of interconnected nodes and 

activation functions, is a powerful concept in mathematics and engineering.  It combines the 

concept of function and the format of logical trees into an arrangement that is sympathetic to 

highly nonlinear decision making algorithms and predominantly linear analysis, making it 

highly versatile.  

The development of ANNs is reported in scientific journals dedicated to the topic 

(e.g., �The Journal of Artificial Neural Networks�, �The Journal of Artificial Intelligence 

Research�).  In the engineering community, many of the applications are found in the 

electrical engineering areas, as reflected by the comparatively large number of journal 

articles that appear in those fields (e.g., Neural Networks, IEEE Transactions on).  In 

mechanical engineering, the development of ANNs is also growing.  A literature review was 

conducted in four established mechanical engineering journals, specifically, �The Journal of 

Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control,� �AIAA Journal,� �The Journal of Guidance, 

Control, and Dynamics,� and �The Journal of Engineering Mechanics.� It was found that 

over from 1999 to 2004 using the keywords �neural networks,� and disregarding other types 

of learning functions such as fuzzy logic and genetic algorithms, that there were a total of 

thirty four articles (10, 6, 12, and 6, respectively). 

T. Efrati and H. Flashner [1] considered a two-link system and developed a neural 

network of a controller.  M. M. Rai and N. K. Modavan [2] showed how ANNs could be 

used in aerodynamic design to reduce the usage of CPU power.  F.  H. Lutze and E.  A. 

Youmans [3] used neural control networks created automatically with software. A.  J. Calise 
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and M.  B. Farland [4] showed how neural networks could improve dynamic inversion in 

uncertain nonlinear systems.  H. A. Talebi, R. V. Patel, and H. Asmer [5] used techniques 

similar to the ones used in this thesis to model a multi-link system.  They also used �black-

box� neural networks to model their dynamics.  F. Arai and M. Isogai [6] used ANNs to 

control vibratory response of multi-link systems, focusing on the use of neural networks to 

control the output.  S. Jagannathan [7] studied an arm similar to the one considered later in 

this thesis along with a neural network for the control. 

These articles demonstrate a growing interest in the application of ANNs to multi-link 

dynamical systems � which represent a broad class of systems that can benefit from the ANN 

formulation largely because of their nonlinearities and the complexity of the control tasks.  

Interestingly, the articles found in the literature did not contain specialized ANN 

architectures for their systems. 

The development of specialized architectures for dynamical systems is very important 

because of the increased capabilities of the specialized networks over general-purpose 

networks.  Specialized networks contain minimized numbers of layers, nodes per layer, and 

unknown weights.  A non-optimized network containing 3 or 4 layers, dozens of nodes, and 

hundreds of weights, once optimized, can often reduce to just a few layers and a 

comparatively small number of nodes and unknown weights.  The reductions can be on 

several orders of magnitude, which can significantly increase the capability of the associated 

training algorithms.  Furthermore, when designed appropriately, the weights in the optimized 

neural network can sometimes take on physical interpretations consistent with the parameters 

that characterize the particular class of problems � which is beneficial because this provides 

guidance that can be used to further simplify the training of the network.   
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This paper develops specialized architectures for dynamical systems following a 

progression that starts with single degree of freedom systems, advances to multi-degree-of-

freedom systems and that culminates with multi-link systems.  As an illustration, a parameter 

optimization problem of a multi-body system is formulated using the specialized architecture.   

 
 

Single Degree-of-Freedom Systems 
 

This section treats first-order linear systems, second-order linear systems, complex 

first-order linear systems, and second-order systems with sigmoid damping.  

 
First-order, linear  
 

The network for a first-order linear single degree-of-freedom (1dof) system is 

developed first.  The system is governed by 

 
(1)                                               ,Qaqq +=&       
 
where q is the dependent variable and Q is the input.  The recursive network can be 

developed from Eq. (1) by replacing time-differentiation with a forward* difference.  

Substituting )(1
1 iii qq

T
q −= +& into Eq. (1) yields the recursive form 

(2)                                      ,)1(1 iii TQqaTq ++=+   
 
where T is the step size and where qi = q(ti) in which ti is the time of the ith step.  The network 

is shown in Fig. 1.  The left node is called the input node, the middle node is called the 

hidden node, and the right node is called the output node.  The values of the nodes are z1i, z2i, 

and z3i, and they are multiplied by the weights w12, w23, and w32.  A backward (right to left) 

                                                
* Note that the forward difference is preferred over the backward difference because the backward difference 
leads to an undesirable inversion and the forward difference does not.  
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multiplication takes the value of the node from the previous step.  After the multiplication, 

the node can be activated (see Table 1).  For now, all of the activation functions are unity.  

Thus, Fig. 1 represents the two governing relationships. 

 
 

 
Figure 1: 1st order linear neural network for 1dof system 

 
 
 
(3)                          .     , 2233)1(3321122 iiiii zwzzwzwz =+= −         
 

Letting z1i = Qi, z3i = qi+1 and matching Eqs. (2) and (3), yields two equations that 

constrain the three unknown weights,  

 
(4)                               .1    , 32231223 aTwwTww +==   
 
Clearly, the weights are not unique.  They are given by a single parameter family expressed 

as w12 = w12, w23 = T/w12, and w32 = w12(1 + aT)/T.  Without loss of generality, let w12 = T, 

which yields the weights 

 
(5)                              w12 = T,  w23 = 1, w32 = (1 + aT). 
 

When the network shown in Fig. 1 is being trained to match Eq. (1), w12 and w23 are 

regarded as known weights and w32 is regarded as an unknown weight that is determined by 
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the training.  The associated error function ( )∑
=

−=
N

i
iTi zzE

1

2
33 , where zT3i is the desired 

output from the training set, is a quadratic function of the unknown weight w32.  It follows 

that the minimum error can be found using elementary methods, like Newton�s method, 

steepest descent, and bisection.   

 
 

Table 1: Activation functions 

Type Abbrev 
Unity  
Sine sn 

Cosine cs 
Conjugate cn 
Sigmoid s 
Squared sq 

Sign sg 
 
 
 
Second-order linear 
 

Next, consider a second-order linear 1dof system.  We will also let the system be 

under-damped )0( ωα <≤ .  The system is governed by 

 
(6)                              ,)(2 22 H=+++ ηωαηαη &&&       
 
where η(t) is the dependent variable, H(t) is the input, α is the system's exponential decay 

rate and ω is the system's frequency of oscillation.  This system can be converted into two 

first-order systems expressed in terms of the new variables ,and  21 ηη &== q  q  as  

 
(7)                       .)(2   , 1

22
2221 Hqqqqq ++−−== ωαα&&   
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Substituting the forward differences )(1
1)1(11 iii qq

T
q −= +& and 

)(1
2)1(22 iii qq

T
q −= +& into Eq. (7) yields the network shown in Fig. 2, given by 

 
(8)     .)21()(    , 21

22
)1(221)1(1 iiiiiii THqTqTqTqqq +−++−=−= ++ αωα  

 
Referring to Fig. 2, the governing relationships of the network can be written as  

z2i = w12z1i + w32z3(i-1) and z3i = w23z2i in which the weighting matrices are  

 

(9)      [ ] .
21

)(1
,

10
01

,0
22

322312 








−
+−

=







==

TT
T

    T T

α
ωα

www   

 
 
 

 
Figure 2: 2nd order linear neural network for 1dof system 

 
 
 

Note that the indices of the weighting matrices are row numbers of the nodes.  The 

weights are either explicitly known or expressed in terms of the two independent unknown 

weights w32,11 and w32,21, which are determined by training the network.  The training of the 
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network minimizes the square of the output error, ∑ −+−= ],)()[( 2
232

2
131

DD zzWzzE  in 

which Dz1  and Dz2 are desired outputs from the training set, W is an error parameter, and q1i+1 

= z31 and q2i+1 = z32.  The output error is graphed versus the independent weights α and ω in 

Fig. 3 for a particular training set.  Notice that the local minimum is unique and equal to 

0.0055.  The minimum error is not zero because of the finite difference step size T.  As T 

decreases the minimum error decreases, although it does not vanish.  The non-zero minimum 

error is not a result of the algorithm�s inability to match a damped oscillatory response 

having the correct level of damping and frequency.  Instead, it is really a result of an 

amplitude and phase change that occurs between the position q1i and the velocity q2i caused 

by digitization.  Augmenting the network with the sub-network shown in Fig. 4 can eliminate 

this error.  Using the sub-network, the response of the trained network will match the system 

exactly.  The error function of the network with the sub-network is 

∑ −+−= ])()[( 2
242

2
141

DD zzWzzE . 
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Figure 3: Error of 2nd order linear ANN without augmented layer (α= 0.5, ω = 1) 

 
 
 

 
Figure 4: A sub-network that eliminates the minimum error 
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Complex first-order 
 

The second-order 1dof system governed by Eq. (6), which is represented in Fig. 2, is 

equivalent to a first-order complex 1dof system governed by Eq. (1), which is represented by 

Fig. 1.  Substituting HQ    iq  ia =++=+−= and,)(, ωηαηηωα &  into Eq. (1) yields Eq. (6).  

Thus, Fig. 1 can represent the second-order 1dof system if the weights are given by Eq. (5) in 

which ωα ia +−= , where the input node is Hi and where the output node 

is .)( 1111 ++++ ++= iiii iq ωηαηη&  For the purposes of training the network, two layers are 

added to the network in order to change the output variables to 11 and ++ ii    ηη & .  The variables in 

the fourth and fifth layers are 2/,2/ 4241 qzqz ii == , 152151 , ++ == iiii zz ηη & .  The governing 

relationships of the fourth and fifth layers of the network are z4i = w34z3i, and z5i = w45z4i in 

which w34=
T







2
1

2
1 and w45 = 

















−

−+

ωω

ω
α

ω
α

ii

ii 11
.  Also, notice that the first activation 

function in the fourth layer is unity, that the second activation function in the fourth layer is 

the complex conjugate, i.e., a4 = [1 Con], and that the activation functions in the fifth layer 

are unity, i.e., a5 = [1 1].   

     

Second-order with sigmoid damping 
 

The final 1dof system considered is the second-order system given in Eq. (6), in 

which viscous damping has been replaced with a damping mechanism, that the authors refer 

to as sigmoid damping.  The system is governed by 

 
(10)                                   ,)( 2 H sig =++ ηωηζη &&&       
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in which ζ denotes a sigmoid friction coefficient.  The sigmoid function is 
 

(11) 
                                      

,
1
1)(

+
−= au

au

e
eusig   

 
which depends on the weight w.  Notice when  η&a  <<1 that sigmoid damping reduces to 

the linear viscous type of damping since ηαηζ && 2)( = sig  letting 
a
αζ 4=  in which α is a 

viscous damping rate.  When  η&a  >>1 sigmoid damping reduces to the dry friction type of 

damping since )sgn()( ηζηζ && = sig , in which ζ reduces to a dry friction coefficient.  The 

sigmoid damping representation accommodates for damping mechanisms that are of the 

viscous type, the dry friction type, and in between.  The sigmoid damping representation can 

be better than the viscous and dry friction representations because it handles intermediate 

damping mechanisms.  The network for the 1dof system with sigmoid damping is shown in 

Fig. 5.  The output nodes are 1)1(1 ++ = iiq η& and 1)1(2 ++ = iiq η .   The governing relationships of 

the network are z2i = w12z1i + w32z3i and z3i = w23z2i in which 

.
11
01

,
0

10
01

,]00[
2

322312 






 −
=

















−
==

T
T

  
T

    T  T ω

ζ
www  The output error versus the 

independent weights ζ and ω are shown in Fig. 6 for a particular training set.  The minimum 

of the error function is once again unique.    
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Figure 5: 2nd order neural network for 1dof system with sigmoid damping 

 
 

 
Figure 6: Error of 2nd order neural network with sigmoid damping (a = 0.5, ζ = 1) 
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Normal-Mode Systems 
 

The network for normal-mode multiple degree-of-freedom (ndof) systems is 

developed next.  Following a normal-mode analysis, the ndof system is governed by an 

independent set of the modal equations 

 
(12)                      ),,...2,1(,)sig( 2 n  r  Qqqq rrrrrr ==++ ωζ &&&  
 
where ωr denote natural frequencies of oscillation, ζr denote modal sigmoid damping 

coefficients, qr denote modal displacements and Qr denote modal forces [8].  The modal 

displacements are related to the physical displacements by the modal transformations 

 

(13a,b)                                   xx Mq  q r

n

r
rr

T
r

1
φ,φ == ∑

=
 

 
in which x is an n × 1 physical displacement vector, rφ is an n × 1 normal mode of vibration 

vector, and M is an n × n mass matrix.  The modal forces are related to the physical forces by 

the modal transformations 

 

(14a,b)                                   FF T
r

1
φ,Mφ == ∑

=
r

n

r
rr Q  Q        

 
in which F is an n × 1 physical force vector.  The normal modes can satisfy the 

orthonormality conditions rss
T
r M δφφ = in which δrs is the Kronecker-delta function (δrs =0 

for sr ≠ and δrr =1).  The network is shown in Fig. 7.  As shown, the input layer of the 

network consists of the physical forces.  The next layer is the modal forces, using Eq (14b).  

The modal forces are related to the modal displacements by a choice of 1dof networks 

developed in the previous section.  The output layer consists of the physical displacements, 

using Eq. (13a).   
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Figure 7: 2nd order linear neural network for ndof system 
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As an illustration, consider the ANN for a 2dof system consisting of two masses 

connected to three springs.  The equations governing the motion of the system are 

Fxx =+ KM &&  in which 







+−

−+
=








=

322

221

2

1 ,
0

0
kkk

kkk
K

m
m

M  and ,
2

1








=

x
x

x  where m1 and 

m2 are masses and k1, k2, and k3 are spring constants.  Letting m1 = m2 = k1 = k2 = k3 = 1, the 

modes and frequencies of the system become 







−

=







=

1
1

2
1,

1
1

2
1

21 φφ , ω1 = 1, and 

.32 =ω  The associated modal equations are ., 22
2
2211

2
11 HH =+=+ ηωηηωη &&&&  

Transforming to the state space by letting ,and ,, 24231211 ηηηη && ==== q q  q  q  yields the 

state equations  

 
(15)            .  ,  ,  , 23

2
244311

2
1221 HqqqqHqqqq +==+== ωω &&&&  

 

Substituting, as before, the forward differences )(1
3,1)1(3,13,1 iii qq

T
q −= +& and 

)(1
4,2)1(4,24,2 iii qq

T
q −= +&  into Eq. (15) leads to the network shown in Fig. 8. 

 

(16)                  
iiiiiii

iiiiiii

THqqTqTqqq

THqqTqTqqq

243
2
2)1(443)1(3

121
2
1)1(221)1(1

    ,

    ,

++−=−=

++−=−=

++

++

ω

ω
 

 
 

The response of the neural network and the analytically generated responses are 

shown in Fig. 9.  Initially, the states were ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 00,5.00,20,10 2211 ==== xxxx && , and the 

forces were 021 == FF .  The differences are attributed to small numerical errors associated 

digitization errors.  Of course, allowing the amplitudes and phases of the modal states to 

change using the augmented layer shown in Fig. 5 can eliminate the digitization errors. 
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Figure 8: Illustrative 2dof ANN 
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Figure 9: Real and ANN response of 2dof system 

 
 
 
Multi-Link Dynamical Systems 
 

A multi-link dynamical system is an ndof system that has many of the characteristics 

of normal-mode ndof systems but it also has new features not found in those systems.  From 

an ANN architecture viewpoint, the multi-link dynamical system almost always has 

trigonometric nonlinearities associated with large displacements and rotations as well as 

multiplicative nonlinearities.  The trigonometric nonlinearities are handled easily by the 

ANN through the activation functions (See Table 1).   

The multiplicative nonlinearities can also be handled by the activation functions once 

it is recognized that multiplicative nonlinearities can be expressed as combinations of square 

nonlinearities.  Let z1 and z2 represent two nodal values.  The product of z1 and z2 can be 

written as  
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(17)                                          ].)()[( 2
21

2
214

1
21 zzzzzz −−+=  

  
The neural sub-network for the multiplicative nonlinearity is shown in Fig. 10.  Using 

the activation functions in Table 1 along with the multiplicative network shown in Fig. 10, 

networks can be constructed for multi-link dynamical systems that have the broad class of 

nonlinearities whose kernels are trigonometric and multiplicative.    

 
 

 
Figure 10: Network for the multiplicative nonlinearity 

  
 
 

As the final topic of this paper, a performance optimization problem of a multi-link 

dynamical system will be formulated as an ANN problem.  In this illustration, a three-link 

system resembling an upper arm, forearm, and hand will be tasked with throwing a basketball 

into a hoop from the foul line of a basketball court.   The three-link system and the basketball 

will be regarded as a coupled 4dof dynamical system (called the shooter) subjected to control 

moments at its joints.  The parameter optimization problem consists of shooting the 

basketball in the hoop with minimum power.  The parameters that can be varied consist of 
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parameters associated with the desired joint angles and parameters associated with the 

internal feedback moments in the joints.   

 

The multi-link system is shown in Fig. 11.  The system parameters are given in Table 

2.  The system parameters were selected to mimic the second author�s upper arm, forearm, 

and hand, and the basketball parameters were NCAA regulation parameters [9].  The 

coordinates (1.524 ft, 0 ft) are set as the beginning of the upper arm and the origin on the 

graphs.  The coordinates (4.191 ft, 1.524 ft) are set as the goal.  The upper arm is 1.524 m 

(5ft) below the regulation height, 3.048 m (10 ft), of a basketball hoop. 
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Figure 11: Multi-link system 

 
 
 

Table 2: System Parameters 

Parameter Upper arm Forearm Hand Ball 
Mass (kg) 7.5 7.5 5.6 .6 
Length (m) 0.3 0.3 0.2  
Radius (m)    0.12 
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Figure 12: Free body diagrams of the joints and the basketball 
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Governing Equations 
 

The motion of the system is governed by Lagrange�s equations letting the generalized 

coordinates represent the three joint angles and the sliding displacement of the basketball on 

link 3 (the hand).  Referring to Figs. 11 and 12, Lagrange�s equations are given by  

 

(18)      1
11

CMVT
dt
d =

∂
∂+









∂
∂

θθ&
, 2

22
CMVT

dt
d =

∂
∂+









∂
∂

θθ&
 

 

3
33

CMVT
dt
d =

∂
∂+









∂
∂

θθ&
, 0=

∂
∂+








∂
∂

s
V

s
T

dt
d

&
 

 
where MC1, MC2, MC3 are the control moments acting on each of the links and where the 

kinetic energy T and the potential energy V are  

 

(19)       ( )2
44

22
33

2
33

2
22

2
22

2
11

2
112

1 vMIvMIvMIvMIT b +++++++= ωθθθ &&&&  

 

( )RsssLsLgMs
L

sLsLgMs
L

sLgMsgL
M

V ++++






 +++






 ++= 3221143
3

221132
2

11211
1

222
 
where for brevity we had let ( )11 sin θ=s  and ( )11 cos θ=c , ( )1221 sin θθ −=s , etc.  The 

velocities of the links are 

 

( )jcis
L

vc
��

2 111
1

1 +−= θ&r

 

(20)          
( ) ( )jcis

L
jcisLvc

��
2

��
222

2
11112 +−++−= θθ &&r

 

( ) ( ) ( )jcis
L

jcisLjcisLvc
��

2
����

333
3

222211113 +−++−++−= θθθ &&&r

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )jsicRjsicsjcissjcisLjcisLvcb

����������
333333322221111 +++++−++−++−= &&&&r θθθ  
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 The moments of inertia of the links and the ball about their mass centers are 

12

2
11

1
LM

I = , 
12

2
22

2
LM

I = , 
12

2
33

3
LM

I =  and 
5

2 2
4

4
RM

I = .  Also, notice that the angular rate of 

the ball is 3θω &&
+=

R
s , from which 3θω &&&&

& +=
R
s  and 2

3
3

2

2
2 2 θθω &&

&&&&&&
& +−=

R
s

R
s .  Substituting Eqs. 

(19) and (20) into (18) yields the governing equations  
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Control Moments 
 

The control moments at the joints are of the form 
 
       )()( 11111 ddC hgM θθθθ && −−−−=  
(22)       ( ) ( ))()()()( 112211222 ddddC hgM θθθθθθθθ &&&& −−−−−−−−=  
       ( ) ( ))()()()( 223322333 ddddC hgM θθθθθθθθ &&&& −−−−−−−−=  
 
where dd 21 ,θθ , and d3θ  are the desired angles of the links.  The desired angles of the links 

are expressed parametrically as modified sigmoid functions of the form 
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where ieθ  is the final angle with respect to the horizontal, 0iθ  is the starting angle with 

respect to the horizontal, α  controls the slope of the curve, t is time, and Ti is the time at 

which the main impetuous of the ith desired angle begins.  The Ti enables the rotation of the 

different links to effectively start at different times (See Fig. 13).  The optimizing parameters 

are given in Table 3. 
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Figure 13: The form of the desired angles 

 

 
 

Table 3: Optimizing Parameters 

Parameter Curve 1 Curve 2 Curve 3 
α 10 30 100 

θ0 (rad) 3.4907 0.6981 0.1745 
θe (rad) 1.7317 1.7317 1.7317 
t (sec) 1.0688 1.0688 1.0688 
T (sec) 0.1434 0.0541 0.0338 

 
 
 
Parameter Optimization 
 

The fully trained ANN of the multi-body system is an accurate model of the system.  

The trained ANN together with the parameterized forms of the desired angles and the control 

moments produce a family of solutions that can be optimized.  The cost of the system was 

expressed in the general form 
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where e is the error of the throw and f denotes a weighting constant.  As f decreases the cost 

function approaches the error e and as f increases the cost approaches a measure of power, 

made up of the sum of the moments at the joints squared of the system.  The cost function J 

is a function of the parameters P1, P2, �Pm.  It can be minimized by a steepest descent 

method that follows an inner lop and an outer loop:  

 
Inner Loop 

(1) Numerically calculate derivatives  
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, 

      where the calculation of each J is done by simulating the response of the system 

      (ε = 10 x 10-4). 

(2) Calculate by simulation the updated parameters (in the steepest descent direction) 

), ... 2, 1,(   , mr
P
JhPP

r
r

new
r =

∂
∂−= . 

(3) Calculate by simulation the response ),...,( 21
new

m
newnew PPPJJ = , starting with a 

      small value of h. 

(4) Repeat step 3 while increasing h in increments of ∆h until J no longer decreases 

(∆h = 10 x 10-7). 

Outer Loop 

 Repeat steps 1 through 4 until J no longer decreases. 
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The steepest descent direction, because of its robustness, is a sure way to arrive at a 

local minimum.  In the case of physical hardware, the ANN model of system is replaced with 

the physical hardware and the parameter optimization algorithm can also become an 

attractive approach for training the system to achieve an optimized performance.   

 

Results 

As a measure of the behavior of the nonlinear system, the linear system behavior can 

be inspected in the neighborhood of a given set of joint angles.  The linear system is 

described by  
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The frequencies ω of the associated eigenvalue problem 0][ 2 =++ φKsCMs are 

given in Table 4 for two sets of joint angles.  Note that the stiffness and damping found in the 

system are a result of the control moment gains g and h in Eq. (22).  The values of g and h 

are g  = 500 N/m and h = 20 Ns/m. 
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Table 4: System Eigenvalues 

 

 
 
 

There are three conditions where the ball can leave the hand.  Either the ball can roll 

off the top or the bottom of the hand, or the ball will leave the hand when the normal force 

becomes zero or less.  Working solutions were found for both the ball leaving the top of the 

hand and for the normal force going negative, but the final solutions all used the condition of 

the normal force less than zero.  The simulation results are shown in Figs. 14 through 20 and 

the cost function analysis of the three scenarios is given in Table 5. 

In Fig. 14, the path of the ball is more direct to the goal, meaning that more force is 

used to push the ball toward the goal, resulting in a greater cost, whereas in both Figs. 15 and 

16 the shot as a whole looks more like a �lob�, and the lower cost comes from the 

smoothness of the path.  The converged solution has even less movement of the arm than 

scenario two, thus reducing the cost. 

In Fig. 17, the two scenarios can be seen to converge to a path between the two as the 

final solution.  The solution is thus unique, because paths with both a higher and lower 

trajectory converge inwards towards one trajectory. 

 s1 s2 s3
 

Start of Path -6.57+16.90i 
-6.57-16.90i 

-13.40+22.14i 
-13.40-22.14i 

-596.39 
-26.09 

Angle from Horizontal (rad) 3.1522 0.8685 0.2259 
End of Path -1.5+8.53i 

-1.5-8.53i 
-39.99 
-26.02 

-637.48 
-66.69 

Angle from Horizontal (rad) 1.7319 1.7317 1.7317 
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Finally, in Figs. 18 through 20, we see that the overall arm motion is decreasing 

toward the converged solution.  In Fig 18, there is an unnecessary amount of upward motion 

of both the upper arm and forearm to get the ball in the goal.  The hand (link 3) waits longer 

before starting its motion; it does not want to let go of the ball too early.  The arm motion in 

scenario two (Fig 19) is more like the converged solution, but again has too much unneeded 

motion.  The hand motion here is very similar to the converged solution.   

 

 
Table 5: Cost Function Values 

 Cost Error Power Weighting 
Constant 

Steps to Converged 
Solution 

Scenario One 0.4697 0.0151 4.547 x 108 10 x 10-10 680 
Scenario Two 0.2093 0.0323 1.770 x 108 10 x 10-10 720 
Converged Solution 0.1519 0.0033 1.486 x 108 10 x 10-10  
 
 
 

The two scenarios are at the point in the optimization algorithm where the error 

component of the cost function has just become smaller than the power component.  

Physically, this means that the ball is landing very close to or inside of the goal.  Then while 

the ball is still landing in the goal after each throw, the power component of the cost function 

will be reduced to a minimum.  Starting from those two scenarios, the power component is 

then optimized over the number of steps given in the table to the converged solution, which 

is the smallest combined power and error for this particular solution set.  If a smaller ∆h had 

been picked, the number of steps to converge would have been less, but the results would 

have been less accurate. 
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Figure 14: Arm Motion and Projectile Path for Scenario One 

 

 
Figure 15: Arm Motion and Projectile Path for Scenario Two 
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Figure 16: Arm Motion and Projectile Path for Converged Solution 

 

 
Figure 17: Projectile Paths 
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Figure 18: Arm Motion for Scenario One 

 

 
Figure 19: Arm Motion for Scenario Two 
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Figure 20: Arm Motion for Converged Solution 

 
 
 
 
Summary and Conclusions 
 

This paper developed neural architectures for dynamical systems, beginning with 

single degree-of-freedom (1dof) systems, then normal-mode multi-degree-of-freedom 

systems (ndof), and finally multi-link systems. The error functions for the 1dof systems were 

shown to be monotonic, so minimizing them was straightforward.  A variety of 1dof systems 

were considered.  It was also shown how to eliminate the errors caused by the step size in the 

network using a sub-network that corrected the amplitude and phase of the state. 

Two types of damping were considered � viscous damping and dry friction. It was 

shown how a sigmioid function could represent both types of damping. The term sigmoid 

damping was used to refer to this more general type of damping. Then, normal-mode systems 

were considered. Building on the architecture for 1dof systems, a neural network was then 
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developed for normal-mode systems. The paper then showed how to design a network for 

multi-link systems, accounting for trigonometric nonlinearities through the activation 

functions and multiplicative nonlinearities through a specialized network.  Finally, the paper 

looked at a parameter optimization problem for a multi-link system. The system consisted of 

three-links resembling an upper arm, forearm, and hand. The multi-link system was tasked 

with shooting a basketball from the foul line of a regulation court. As a parameter 

optimization problem, the three-link system was tasked with shooting the basketball in the 

hoop with minimum effort. The optimization was performed using a steepest descent 

approach, which can also be applied to training.  As expected, it was shown that there is a 

family of minimum time solutions but a unique minimum effort solution in a given 

neighborhood of the solution space.  
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Appendix A: Matlab Code 
 
 
Code for 2nd order linear neural network  
 
function neural = neural(alpha,y) 
%this function is the basic 2nd order linear 1DoF NN.  No extra bells & 
%whistles are added.  beta is set to 1, alpha is input.  y is also input to 
%show the difference in response of the NN to different timesteps. 
    num = 20; %number of values for alpha, beta, and error array 
    num2 = .01; %increment value for num (num*num2 should equal the interval you want to 
cover) 
    num3 = 500; %value for size of function arrays 
    beta = 1; 
    %y = 250; %y goes from 1 to 250, do 25 entries going up by 10 
    %as y gets larger, timestep gets larger, and error gets bigger 
     
    Err=zeros(num,num); %Error array 
    a=zeros(num,num); %alpha array 
    b=zeros(num,num); %beta array 
    idealFunct=zeros(num3,1); %time array 
    idealFunct2=zeros(num3,1); 
    realFunct=zeros(num3,1); %time array 
    realFunct2=zeros(num3,1); 
     
    start = beta-.1; %lower boundary of guesses for beta and alpha. The number subtracted 
should be approx. 1/2 of the interval (num*num2),   
    start2 = alpha-.1; %making the correct answer always be in the middle column or row 
    T =  y*((2*pi/beta)/1000); %step size.  The lower the divisor, the more interference. 
Distortion stops about period/20, period = 2*pi/beta 
    iterate = round(1000/y); %50; %the number of iterations for the time step function, 
interation*T = tot time = 2*Pi 
    smallerr = 1000; %an initial value to find the smallest error 
     
    for i=1:num %fill array of guesses for alpha and beta, beta is inverse of alpha. 
        for j=1:num 
            a(i,j) = start2; 
            b(j,i) = start; 
        end 
        start = start + num2; 
        start2 = start2 + num2; 
    end 
    
    for i=1:num %calculate q1i+1, q2i+1, and error    
        for j=1:num 
            q10 = 0; 
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            q20 = 1; 
            err = 0; 
            for k=1:iterate 
               q2 = - T*(a(i,j)^2+b(i,j)^2)*q10 + (1 - 2*a(i,j)*T)*q20; 
               q1 = q10 + T*q20; 
               q10 = q1; 
               q20 = q2; 
               TT = k*T; 
               err = err + (q10 - exp(-alpha*TT)*sin(beta*TT))^2 + (q20 - exp(-alpha*TT)*(-
alpha*sin(beta*TT) + beta*cos(beta*TT)))^2;  
            end 
            Err(i,j) = err; %beta = columns, alpha = rows 
        end 
    end 
     
   for i=1:num %find the smallest error and where it occurs   
        for j=1:num 
            if Err(i,j) < smallerr 
                smallerr = Err(i,j); 
                row = i; %alpha 
                column = j; %beta 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
    newalpha = a(row,column) %the correct new alpha and beta should be  
    newbeta = b(row, column) %at the row and column of the smallest error 
    smallerr 
    row %alpha 
    column %beta 
 
 
Code for 2nd order linear neural network with extra layer 
 
function neural = neural(alpha) 
%this function is similar to "neural1," but attempts to use a polar 
%coordinate correcting function to reduce the error of the NN at large 
%timesteps. 
    num = 20; %number of values for alpha, beta, and error array 
    num2 = .01; %increment value for num (num*num2 should equal the interval you want to 
cover) 
    num3 = 500; %value for size of function arrays 
    beta = 1; 
     
    start = beta-.1; %lower boundary of guesses for beta and alpha. The number subtracted 
should be approx. 1/2 of the interval (num*num2),   
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    start2 = alpha-.1; %making the correct answer always be in the middle column or row 
    T = (2*pi/beta)/20; %step size.  The lower the divisor, the more interference. Distortion 
stops about period/20, period = 2*pi/beta 
    iterate = 50; %the number of iterations for the time step function 
    smallerr = 1000; %an initial value to find the smallest error 
     
    for i=1:num %fill array of guesses for alpha and beta, beta is inverse of alpha. 
        for j=1:num 
            a(i,j) = start2; 
            b(j,i) = start; 
        end 
        start = start + num2; 
        start2 = start2 + num2; 
    end 
 
    m=1; 
    check=0; 
    while check == 0; 
        for i=1:num %calculate q1i+1, q2i+1, and error    
            for j=1:num 
                if m==1; 
                    r(i,j)=1; 
                    theta(i,j)=0; 
                    q10 = 0; 
                    q20 = 1; 
                    err = 0; 
                end 
                if m~=1; 
                    r(i,j) = sqrt(Q1(i,j)^2+Q2(i,j)^2) - sqrt(ideal1(i,j)^2+ideal2(i,j)^2); 
                    theta(i,j) = atan(Q2(i,j)/Q1(i,j)) - atan(ideal2(i,j)/ideal1(i,j)); 
                    q10 = 0; 
                    q20 = 1; 
                    err = 0; 
                end 
                for k=1:iterate 
                    q2 = - T*(a(i,j)^2+b(i,j)^2)*q10 + (1 - 2*a(i,j)*T)*q20; 
                    q1 = q10 + T*q20; 
                    q10 = q1; 
                    q20 = q2; 
                    TT = k*T; 
                    err = err + ((r(i,j)*cos(theta(i,j))*q10 + r(i,j)*sin(theta(i,j))*q10) - exp(-
alpha*TT)*sin(beta*TT))^2 + ((-r(i,j)*sin(theta(i,j))*q20 + r(i,j)*cos(theta(i,j))*q20) - exp(-
alpha*TT)*(-alpha*sin(beta*TT) + beta*cos(beta*TT)))^2;  
                end 
                Q1(i,j) = q10; 
                Q2(i,j) = q20; 
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                ideal1(i,j) = exp(-alpha*TT)*sin(beta*TT); 
                ideal2(i,j) = exp(-alpha*TT)*(-alpha*sin(beta*TT) + beta*cos(beta*TT)); 
                Err(i,j) = err; %beta = columns, alpha = rows 
            end 
        end 
        for i=1:num %calculate q1i+1, q2i+1, and error    
            for j=1:num 
                if Err(i,j) < smallerr 
                    smallerr = Err(i,j); 
                    row = i; %alpha 
                    column = j; %beta 
                    iteration = m; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
        newalpha(m) = a(row,column); %the correct new alpha and beta should be  
        newbeta(m) = b(row, column); %at the row and column of the smallest error 
        if m == 5 
            check = 1; 
        end 
        m=m+1; 
    end 
     
    for i=1:num3 
        TT = i*T; 
        realFunct(i,1) = exp(-
newalpha(iteration)*TT)*sin(newbeta(iteration)*TT);%newalpha(iteration)   
newbeta(iteration) 
        realFunct2(i,1) = exp(-newalpha(iteration)*TT)*(-
newalpha(iteration)*sin(newbeta(iteration)*TT) + 
newbeta(iteration)*cos(newbeta(iteration)*TT)); 
        idealFunct(i,1) = exp(-alpha*TT)*sin(beta*TT); 
        idealFunct2(i,1) = exp(-alpha*TT)*(-alpha*sin(beta*TT) + beta*cos(beta*TT)); 
        %as T gets larger (period/100, period/50, period/20, period/5) the amplitude remains the 
same but the function is compressed linearly in time  
        %(period/50 takes about half as long as period/100) 
    end 
 
 
Code for 2nd order sigmoid neural network 
 
function neural = neural(ay,mu)%,beta) 
%this function is a test of sigmoid damping using the same general form as 
%"neural1." 
    num = 20; %number of values for ay, beta, and error array 
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    num2 = .01; %increment value for num (num*num2 should equal the interval you want to 
cover) 
    num3 = 500; 
    beta = 1; 
    m = 1; 
    alpha = (mu*ay)/m 
    y = 10; %y goes from 1 to 250, do 25 entries going up by 10 
     
    start = beta-.1; %lower boundary of guesses for beta and mu. The number subtracted 
should be approx. 1/2 of the interval (num*num2),   
    start2 = mu-.1; %making the correct answer always be in the middle column or row 
    T = y*((2*pi/beta)/1000); %step size.  The lower the divisor, the more interference. 
Distortion stops about period/20, period = 2*pi/beta 
    iterate = round(1000/y); %the number of iterations for the time step function 
    smallerr = 1000; %an initial value to find the smallest error 
    %sig = (exp(a*x)-1)/(exp(a*x)+1) 
   
    for i=1:num %fill array of guesses for mu and beta, beta is inverse of mu. 
        for j=1:num 
            b(j,i) = start; 
            mew(i,j) = start2; 
            alph(i,j) = (mew(i,j)*ay)/m; 
        end 
        start = start + num2; 
        start2 = start2 + num2; 
    end 
     
    for i=1:num %calculate q1i+1, q2i+1, and error    
        for j=1:num 
            q10 = 0; 
            q20 = 1; 
            err = 0; 
            for k=1:iterate 
               q2 = -T*b(i,j)^2*q10 + (1 - mew(i,j)*((exp(ay*k)-1)/(exp(ay*k)+1))*T)*q20; 
               q1 = q10 + T*q20; 
               q10 = q1; 
               q20 = q2; 
               TT = k*T; 
               err = err + (q10 - exp(-(mu*ay)*TT)*sin(beta*TT))^2 + (q20 - exp(-
(mu*ay)*TT)*(-(mu*ay)*sin(beta*TT) + cos(beta*TT)))^2; 
            end 
            Err(i,j) = err; 
        end 
    end 
      
    for i=1:num %find the smallest error and where it occurs 
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        for j=1:num 
            if Err(i,j) < smallerr 
                smallerr = Err(i,j); 
                row = i; %mu 
                column = j; %beta 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
    newmew = mew(row,column) %the correct new ay and beta should be  
    newbeta = b(row, column) %at the row and column of the smallest error 
    smallerr 
    row %mew 
    column %beta 
     
    for i=1:num3 
        TT = i*T; 
        sig = (exp(ay*i)-1)/(exp(ay*i)+1); 
        realFunct(i,1) = exp(-(newmew*sig)*TT)*sin(newbeta*TT); 
        realFunct2(i,1) = exp(-(newmew*sig)*TT)*(-(newmew*sig)*sin(newbeta*TT) + 
newbeta*cos(newbeta*TT)); 
        idealFunct(i,1) = exp(-(mu*sig)*TT)*sin(beta*TT); 
        idealFunct2(i,1) = exp(-(mu*sig)*TT)*(-(mu*sig)*sin(beta*TT) + beta*cos(beta*TT)); 
        %as T gets larger (period/100, period/50, period/20, period/5) the amplitude remains the 
same but the function is compressed linearly in time  
        %(period/50 takes about half as long as period/100) 
    end 
 
 
Code for 2dof 2nd order linear neural network 
 
%this is a 2DoF 2nd order linear NN.  It follows the same general form as 
%"neural1".  However, this makes use of the modular transformation to 
%better deal with the system 
    num = 20; %number of values for alpha, beta, and error array 
    num3 = 300; %value for size of function arrays 
    m = 1; %m1 and m2 = 1 (kg) 
    k = 1; %k1 and k2 = 1 (N/m) 
    beta1=1; %ideal omega1 = 1 
    beta2=sqrt(3); %ideal omega2 = 1.7321 
    theta0=.785398;%pi/4; %=45 degrees, ideal theta (.785398 in radians) 
    c = cos(theta0); 
    s = sin(theta0); 
     
    iterate = 100; %the number of iterations for the time step function 
    T = ((2*pi)/beta2)/iterate; %step size, iterate*T = total time = 2*pi 
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    smallerr1 = 1000; %an initial value to find the smallest error 
    smallerr2 = 1000; 
     
    for i=1:num 
        b1(i) = beta1*(0.9 + (i-1)*0.2/(num-1)); %investigates 10% up and 10% down from true 
value 
        b2(i) = beta2*(0.9 + (i-1)*0.2/(num-1)); 
        theta(i) = theta0*(0.9 + (i-1)*0.2/(num-1)); 
    end 
     
    phi1aI = c/sqrt(m); 
    phi1bI = s/sqrt(m); 
    phi2aI = -s/sqrt(m); 
    phi2bI = c/sqrt(m); 
     
    for i=1:num %calculate q1i+1, q2i+1, q3i+1, q4i+1, and error    
        for j=1:num 
            for p=1:num     
                x10 = 1; 
                x10dot = 2; 
                x20 = .5; 
                x20dot = 0; 
                Q=transpose([phi1aI,phi2aI;phi1bI,phi2bI])*[m,0;0,m]*[x10;x20]; 
                Qdot=transpose([phi1aI,phi2aI;phi1bI,phi2bI])*[m,0;0,m]*[x10dot;x20dot]; 
                q10 = Q(1); 
                q10dot = Qdot(1); 
                q20 = Q(2); 
                q20dot = Qdot(2); 
                err1 = 0; 
                err2 = 0; 
                for count=1:iterate 
                    %first DOF 
                    q1 = q10 + T*q10dot; 
                    q2 = - b1(i)^2*T*q10 + q10dot; 
                    q10 = q1; 
                    q10dot = q2; 
                    phi1a = cos(theta(p))/sqrt(m); 
                    phi1b = sin(theta(p))/sqrt(m); 
                    %second DOF 
                    q3 = q20 + T*q20dot; 
                    q4 = - b2(j)^2*T*q20 + q20dot; 
                    q20 = q3; 
                    q20dot = q4; 
                    phi2a = -sin(theta(p))/sqrt(m);  
                    phi2b = cos(theta(p))/sqrt(m); 
                    %transform back to x's here 
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                    x1 = q10*phi1a + q20*phi2a; %phi, not transposed 
                    x1dot = q10dot*phi1a + q20dot*phi2a; 
                    x2 = q10*phi1b + q20*phi2b;  
                    x2dot = q10dot*phi1b + q20dot*phi2b; 
                    %check error using physical system (x's) 
                    TT = count*T; 
                    q1ideal = Q(1)*cos(beta1*TT) + (Qdot(1)/beta1)*sin(beta1*TT); 
                    q2ideal = Q(2)*cos(beta2*TT) + (Qdot(2)/beta2)*sin(beta2*TT); 
                    q1dotideal = -Q(1)*beta1*sin(beta1*TT) + Qdot(1)*cos(beta1*TT); 
                    q2dotideal = -Q(2)*beta2*sin(beta2*TT) + Qdot(2)*cos(beta2*TT); 
                    err1 = err1 + (x1 - (phi1aI*q1ideal + phi2aI*q2ideal))^2;% + (x1dot - 
(phi1aI*q1dotideal + phi2aI*q2dotideal))^2; %does better without  
                    err2 = err2 + (x2 - (phi1bI*q1ideal + phi2bI*q2ideal))^2;% + (x2dot - 
(phi1bI*q1dotideal + phi2bI*q2dotideal))^2; %xdot term 
                end 
                Err1(i,j,p) = err1; %omega = columns, theta = rows (?) 
                Err2(i,j,p) = err2; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
    for i=1:num %find the smallest error and where it occurs   
        for j=1:num 
            for p=1:num 
                if Err1(i,j,p) < smallerr1 
                    smallerr1 = Err1(i,j,p); 
                    row1 = i; %omega1 
                    column1 = j; %omega2 
                    depth1 = p; %theta 
                end 
                if Err2(i,j,p) < smallerr2 
                    smallerr2 = Err2(i,j,p); 
                    row2 = i; %omega1 
                    column2 = j; %omega2 
                    depth2 = p; %theta 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
    smallerr1 
    smallerr2 
    newomega1 = b1(row1) %the correct new theta and omega should be  
    newtheta1 = theta(depth1) %at the row and column of the smallest error 
    newomega2 = b2(column2) 
    newtheta2 = theta(depth2) 
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    for i=1:num3 
        TT(i) = i*T; 
        realFunct1(i,1) = 
(cos(newtheta1)/sqrt(m))*(Q(1)*cos(newomega1*TT(i))+(Qdot(1)/newomega1)*sin(newom
ega1*TT(i)))+(-
sin(newtheta1)/sqrt(m))*(Q(2)*cos(newomega2*TT(i))+(Qdot(2)/newomega2)*sin(newome
ga2*TT(i))); 
        realFunct2(i,1) = 
(sin(newtheta2)/sqrt(m))*(Q(1)*cos(newomega1*TT(i))+(Qdot(1)/newomega1)*sin(newome
ga1*TT(i)))+(cos(newtheta2)/sqrt(m))*(Q(2)*cos(newomega2*TT(i))+(Qdot(2)/newomega2
)*sin(newomega2*TT(i))); 
        idealFunct1(i,1) = (phi1aI*(Q(1)*cos(beta1*TT(i)) + (Qdot(1)/beta1)*sin(beta1*TT(i))) 
+ phi2aI*(Q(2)*cos(beta2*TT(i)) + (Qdot(2)/beta2)*sin(beta2*TT(i)))); 
        idealFunct2(i,1) = (phi1bI*(Q(1)*cos(beta1*TT(i)) + (Qdot(1)/beta1)*sin(beta1*TT(i))) 
+ phi2bI*(Q(2)*cos(beta2*TT(i)) + (Qdot(2)/beta2)*sin(beta2*TT(i)))); 
        realFunct1dot(i,1) = (cos(newtheta1)/sqrt(m))*(-
Q(1)*newomega1*sin(newomega1*TT(i)) + Qdot(1)*cos(newomega1*TT(i)))+(-
sin(newtheta1)/sqrt(m))*(-Q(2)*newomega2*sin(newomega2*TT(i)) + 
Qdot(2)*cos(newomega2*TT(i))); 
        realFunct2dot(i,1) = (sin(newtheta1)/sqrt(m))*(-
Q(1)*newomega1*sin(newomega1*TT(i)) + 
Qdot(1)*cos(newomega1*TT(i)))+(cos(newtheta1)/sqrt(m))*(-
Q(2)*newomega2*sin(newomega2*TT(i)) + Qdot(2)*cos(newomega2*TT(i))); 
        idealFunct1dot(i,1) = (phi1aI*(-Q(1)*beta1*sin(beta1*TT(i)) + 
Qdot(1)*cos(beta1*TT(i))) + phi2aI*(-Q(2)*beta2*sin(beta2*TT(i)) + 
Qdot(2)*cos(beta2*TT(i)))); 
        idealFunct2dot(i,1) = (phi1bI*(-Q(1)*beta1*sin(beta1*TT(i)) + 
Qdot(1)*cos(beta1*TT(i))) + phi2bI*(-Q(2)*beta2*sin(beta2*TT(i)) + 
Qdot(2)*cos(beta2*TT(i)))); 
    end 
  
       figure 
       hold 
       plot(TT,idealFunct1,'k') %plot of ideal q1 (from inputted alpha and omega) 
       plot(TT,realFunct1,'r:') 
       plot(TT,idealFunct2,'k--') %plot of ideal q2 (from inputted alpha and omega) 
       plot(TT,realFunct2,'r-.') 
       title('2DOF ANN Response vs. Real Response') 
       xlabel('Time (s)') 
       ylabel('responses (m)') 
 
 
Code for ndof 2nd order nonlinear neural network 
 
function errfinal = bill3dof(tottime,curve1,curve2,curve3,thetaend1,goalX,goalY,plotthis) 
%an N-Dof able function that converts to modal coordinates and back.  Uses 
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%"shooter" equations, feedback control, continuous nonlinear mass 
%matrix (in loop), and projectile physics.  This is a function called by 
%"minimize" to optimize the parameters above 
    m1 = 7.5;%kg masses 
    m2 = 7.5; 
    m3 = 5.6; 
    mb = .6; 
    k1 = 500;%N/m spring constant 
    c1 = 20; %Ns/m damping constant 
    L1 = .3;%m link lengths 
    L2 = .3; 
    L3 = .2; 
    R  = 0.24;%diameter of ball 
    grav = -9.81; %gravity 
    %goalX = -4.191; %meters +/- 10%  
    %goalY = 1.524; %meters %1.524m = 5ft  
    zeta = .6; %damping factor 
    multMatrix = [2,-1,0,0;-1,2,-1,0;0,-1,1,0;0,0,0,0]; %basic stiffness and damping matrix, 
multiplied by k1 and c1 
    freedomDegrees = 4; %Degrees of freedom of the system 
    count = 1; %a counter 
    countNN = 1; %a counter 
    modder = 4; %divisor of number of lines plotted over time 
    T = .001; %step size 
    beyondEnd = 0; 
    flag = 0; 
    indexvalue = -1; 
     
    %SHOOTER PRESCRIBED PATH 
    theta01 = pi/(.9); %(200 degrees) starting position for theta1 in radians (3.4907)  
rad*57.2951=deg, deg/57.2951=rad 
    theta02 = pi/(4.5); %(40 degrees) starting position for theta2 in radians (0.6981) 
    theta03 = pi/18; %(10 degrees) starting position for theta3 in radians (0.1745) 
    %thetaend1 = 2;%120  pi/1.125; %(160 deg) place where the motion ends 
    thetaend2 = thetaend1;%pi/1.125; %(160 deg) place where the motion ends 
    thetaend3 = thetaend1;%pi/1.125; %(160 deg) place where the motion ends 
    %tottime = .2; 
    speed1 = tottime; %amount of seconds for link to get to objective 
    speed2 = tottime; 
    speed3 = tottime; 
    a1 = 10; %rate of change of slope of curve 
    a2 = 30; 
    a3 = 100; 
    bspeed = .3; 
    %curve1 = .5723;%.97; 
    %curve2 = .5487;%.93; 
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    %curve3 = .97; 
    curve1Start = curve1*speed1; %time at which the slope for the curve starts increasing 
    curve2Start = curve2*speed2; 
    curve3Start = curve3*speed3; 
    num = round(speed1/T); %The number of iterations = the total time (speed) over the 
timestep (T) 
     
    for i=1:num 
        time(i) = (i-1)*T; %below are the prescribed paths of the links of the system 
        x(1,i) = thetaend1*(exp(a1*(time(i)-
curve1Start))+(theta01/thetaend1))/(exp(a1*(time(i)-curve1Start))+1); %theta01 - 
a21*time(i)^2 - a31*time(i)^3;  
        xdot(1,i) = thetaend1*a1*exp(a2*(time(i)-curve1Start))/(exp(a1*(time(i)-
curve1Start))+1) - thetaend1*(exp(a1*(time(i)-
curve1Start))+(theta01/thetaend1))*a1*exp(a1*(time(i)-curve1Start))/((exp(a1*(time(i)-
curve1Start))+1)^2);%-2*a21*time(i) - 3*a31*time(i)^2; 
        x(2,i) = thetaend2*(exp(a2*(time(i)-
curve2Start))+(theta02/thetaend2))/(exp(a2*(time(i)-curve2Start))+1); 
        xdot(2,i) = thetaend2*a2*exp(a2*(time(i)-curve2Start))/(exp(a2*(time(i)-
curve2Start))+1)-thetaend2*(exp(a2*(time(i)-
curve2Start))+(theta02/thetaend2))*a2*exp(a2*(time(i)-curve2Start))/((exp(a2*(time(i)-
curve2Start))+1)^2); 
        x(3,i) = thetaend3*(exp(a3*(time(i)-
curve3Start))+(theta03/thetaend3))/(exp(a3*(time(i)-curve3Start))+1); 
        xdot(3,i) = thetaend3*a3*exp(a3*(time(i)-curve3Start))/(exp(a3*(time(i)-
curve3Start))+1)-thetaend3*(exp(a3*(time(i)-
curve3Start))+(theta03/thetaend3))*a3*exp(a3*(time(i)-curve3Start))/((exp(a3*(time(i)-
curve3Start))+1)^2); 
        x(4,i) = L3/2 + bspeed*time(i)^2; 
        xdot(4,i) = 2*bspeed*time(i); 
         
         
        if mod(i,modder) == 0 || i==1 || i==num  %save the positions of the joints of the system 
for plotting 
            hinge1(count,1) = 0; 
            hinge1(count,2) = 0; 
            hinge2(count,1) = L1*cos(x(1,i)); %end of link 1 x coord 
            hinge2(count,2) = L1*sin(x(1,i)); %end of link 1 y coord 
            hinge3(count,1) = L1*cos(x(1,i)) + L2*cos(x(2,i)); %end of link 2 x coord 
            hinge3(count,2) = L1*sin(x(1,i)) + L2*sin(x(2,i)); %end of link 2 y coord 
            hinge4(count,1) = L1*cos(x(1,i)) + L2*cos(x(2,i)) + L3*cos(x(3,i)); %end of link 3 x 
coord 
            hinge4(count,2) = L1*sin(x(1,i)) + L2*sin(x(2,i)) + L3*sin(x(3,i)); %end of link 3 y 
coord 
            ball(count,1) = L1*cos(x(1,i)) + L2*cos(x(2,i)) + x(4,i)*cos(x(3,i)) - R/2*sin(x(3,i)); 
%center of ball x coord 
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            ball(count,2) = L1*sin(x(1,i)) + L2*sin(x(2,i)) + x(4,i)*sin(x(3,i)) + R/2*cos(x(3,i)); 
%center of ball y coord 
            count = count+1; 
        end 
        %END SHOOTER PRESCRIBED PATH 
         
        xdotNN = xdot(:,1); 
        %Mass matrix 
        Mmatrix = [1/3*m1*L1^2+m2*L1^2+m3*L1^2+mb*L1^2, ... 
                1/2*m2*cos(x(2,i)-x(1,i))*L1*L2+m3*cos(x(2,i)-x(1,i))*L1*L2+mb*cos(x(2,i)-
x(1,i))*L1*L2, ... 
                1/2*m3*cos(-x(3,i)+x(1,i))*L1*L3+1/2*mb*(2*cos(-x(3,i)+x(1,i))*L1*x(4,i)-
2*sin(-x(3,i)+x(1,i))*L1*(R/2)), ... 
                -mb*sin(-x(3,i)+x(1,i))*L1; ... 
                1/2*m2*cos(x(2,i)-x(1,i))*L1*L2+m3*cos(x(2,i)-x(1,i))*L1*L2+mb*cos(x(2,i)-
x(1,i))*L1*L2, ... 
                1/3*m2*L2^2+mb*L2^2+m3*L2^2, ... 
                1/2*mb*(2*sin(-x(3,i)+x(2,i))*L2*(R/2)+2*cos(-
x(3,i)+x(2,i))*L2*x(4,i))+1/2*m3*cos(-x(3,i)+x(2,i))*L2*L3, ... 
                mb*sin(-x(3,i)+x(2,i))*L2; ... 
                1/2*m3*cos(-x(3,i)+x(1,i))*L1*L3+1/2*mb*(2*cos(-x(3,i)+x(1,i))*L1*x(4,i)-
2*sin(-x(3,i)+x(1,i))*L1*(R/2)), ... 
                1/2*mb*(2*sin(-x(3,i)+x(2,i))*L2*(R/2)+2*cos(-
x(3,i)+x(2,i))*L2*x(4,i))+1/2*m3*cos(-x(3,i)+x(2,i))*L2*L3, ... 
                1/3*m3*L3^2+1/2*mb*(2*(R/2)^2+2*x(4,i)^2), ... 
                mb*(R/2); ... 
                -mb*sin(-x(3,i)+x(1,i))*L1,mb*L2*sin(-x(3,i)+x(2,i)),mb*(R/2),mb]; 
        %Stiffness matrix 
        Kmatrix = k1*multMatrix; %ASSUMING ONLY ONE VALUE FOR SPRINGS 
        [v,d] = eigen(Mmatrix,Kmatrix,freedomDegrees); %calls function eigen that computes 
the normalized and sorted omegas and phis 
        d2=sqrt(d); %get natural frequencies 
        %Damping matrix 
        Cmatrix = c1*multMatrix; %ASSUMING ONLY ONE VALUE FOR DAMPING 
     
        %CHECK REAL SETTLING TIME 
        if i == 1 || i == num   
            A2 = [zeros(4,4),eye(4,4);-k1*Mmatrix^(-1)*multMatrix,-c1*Mmatrix^(-
1)*multMatrix]; 
            [checkv,checkd] = eig(A2); 
            for ii = 1:8 
                checkit(ii) = checkd(ii,ii); 
                alpha(ii) = 0.5*(c1/k1)*checkd(ii,ii)^2; 
            end 
            checkit 
           x(1,i) 
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           x(2,i) 
           x(3,i) 
           x(4,i) 
        end 
        %END CHECK REAL SETTLING TIME 
         
        x0=[x(1,i);x(2,i);x(3,i);x(4,i)]; %initial conditions 
        x0dot=[xdot(1,i);xdot(2,i);xdot(3,i);xdot(4,i)]; 
        ForceC = [(1/2*m1+m2+m3+mb)*L1*grav*cos(x(1,i));... 
                (1/2*m2+m3+mb)*L2*grav*cos(x(2,i));... 
                (1/2*m3*L3+mb*x(4,i))*grav*cos(x(3,i));... 
                mb*grav*sin(x(3,i))]; %forces 
         
        %TRANSFORM TO MODAL COORDS. 
        qhold=v'*Mmatrix*x0; %modal initial conditions 
        qdothold=v'*Mmatrix*x0dot; 
        q0=qhold; 
        q0dot=qdothold; 
        bytwo=1; 
        for dofs=1:2:freedomDegrees*2-1  %transform q0 and q0dot to "qinit" - easier for 
Runga Kutta iteration to handle 
            qinit(dofs,1) = q0(bytwo); 
            qinit(dofs+1,1) = q0dot(bytwo); 
            bytwo=bytwo+1; 
        end         
        Forces = Kmatrix*x(:,i) - Cmatrix*(xdotNN - xdot(:,i)) + ForceC; %feedback force 
        Q=v'*Forces; %modal feedback force 
        for ii=1:freedomDegrees  %Runga Kutta iteration for all degrees of freedom 
            alpha(ii) = 0.5*(c1/k1)*d2(ii,ii)^2; 
        end 
        g1 = T*billstate2(qinit,alpha,d2,Q);   
        g2 = T*billstate2(qinit+g1/2,alpha,d2,Q); 
        g3 = T*billstate2(qinit+g2/2,alpha,d2,Q); 
        g4 = T*billstate2(qinit+g3,alpha,d2,Q); 
        qinitnew = qinit+(g1+2*g2+2*g3+g4)/6; 
        qinit = qinitnew;      
        bytwo=1; 
        for dofs=1:2:freedomDegrees*2 %transform "qinit" back to q and qdot 
            q(bytwo,1) = qinit(dofs,1); 
            qdot(bytwo,1) = qinit(dofs+1,1); 
            bytwo=bytwo+1; 
        end 
        %transform back to cartesian coordinates 
        xNN=v*q; 
        xdotNN=v*qdot; 
        err = x(:,1) - xNN; 
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        errdot = xdot(:,1) - xdotNN; 
        xNN; 
        xdotNN; 
        xhold(1,i) = xNN(1); 
        xhold(2,i) = xNN(2); 
        xhold(3,i) = xNN(3); 
        xhold(4,i) = xNN(4); 
        xdothold(1,i) = xdotNN(1); 
        xdothold(2,i) = xdotNN(2); 
        xdothold(3,i) = xdotNN(3); 
        xdothold(4,i) = xdotNN(4); 
         
        if mod(i,modder) == 0 || i==1 || i==indexvalue+1 || i==num  %save the positions of the 
neural networks joints of the system for plotting 
            if i == indexvalue+1 
                holdit = countNN; 
            end 
            hinge1NN(countNN,1) = 0; 
            hinge1NN(countNN,2) = 0; 
            hinge2NN(countNN,1) = L1*cos(xhold(1,i)); %end of link 1 x coord 
            hinge2NN(countNN,2) = L1*sin(xhold(1,i)); %end of link 1 y coord 
            hinge3NN(countNN,1) = L1*cos(xhold(1,i)) + L2*cos(xhold(2,i)); %end of link 2 x 
coord 
            hinge3NN(countNN,2) = L1*sin(xhold(1,i)) + L2*sin(xhold(2,i)); %end of link 2 y 
coord 
            hinge4NN(countNN,1) = L1*cos(xhold(1,i)) + L2*cos(xhold(2,i)) + 
L3*cos(xhold(3,i)); %end of link 3 x coord 
            hinge4NN(countNN,2) = L1*sin(xhold(1,i)) + L2*sin(xhold(2,i)) + 
L3*sin(xhold(3,i)); %end of link 3 y coord 
            ballNN(countNN,1) = L1*cos(xhold(1,i)) + L2*cos(xhold(2,i)) + 
xhold(4,i)*cos(xhold(3,i)) - R/2*sin(xhold(3,i)); %center of ball x coord 
            ballNN(countNN,2) = L1*sin(xhold(1,i)) + L2*sin(xhold(2,i)) + 
xhold(4,i)*sin(xhold(3,i)) + R/2*cos(xhold(3,i)); %center of ball y coord 
            countNN = countNN+1; 
        end 
         
        %TOTAL EFFORT CALCULATION 
        factor = 1e-9;  %1e-11 is almost no effect on error.  Total moment is in range of 1e10.  
Use 1e-7 for dominating error 
        Momentus(1) = 0; 
        if i > 1 
            Momentus(i) = Momentus(i-1) + (k1*(xhold(1,i)) + c1*(xdothold(1,i)))^2 + ...  
%total moment squared 
                (k1*(xhold(2,i) - xhold(1,i)) + c1*(xdothold(2,i) - xdothold(1,i)))^2 + ... 
                (k1*(xhold(3,i) - xhold(2,i)) + c1*(xdothold(3,i) - xdothold(2,i)))^2; 
        end 
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        %END TOTAL EFFORT CALCULATION 
         
         
        %START PROJECTILE PHYSICS 
        if (xhold(3,i) <= (90/57.2956) && ((xhold(3,i) >= (270/57.2956)) || (xhold(3,i) >= (-
90/57.2956))) && (ballNN(countNN-1,1) + R/2*sin(xhold(3,i))) < hinge3NN(countNN-1,1)) 
|| (xhold(3,i) >= (90/57.2956) && (xhold(3,i) <= (270/57.2956) || (xhold(3,i) <= (-
90/57.2956))) && ((ballNN(countNN-1,1) + R/2*sin(xhold(3,i))) > hinge3NN(countNN-
1,1))) 
            if (((xhold(3,i) <= (180/57.2956) || (xhold(3,i) <= (-180/57.2956))) && (xhold(3,i) >= 
0)) && (ballNN(countNN-1,2) - R/2*cos(xhold(3,i))) < hinge3NN(countNN-1,2)) || 
(xhold(3,i) >= (180/57.2956) && (xhold(3,i) <= (360/57.2956) || xhold(3,i) >= 0) && 
((ballNN(countNN-1,2) - R/2*cos(xhold(3,i))) > hinge3NN(countNN-1,2))) 
                beyondEnd = 1; 
            end %if ball falls below bottom of third link 
        end 
        if (xhold(3,i) <= (90/57.2956) && ((xhold(3,i) >= (270/57.2956)) || (xhold(3,i) >= (-
90/57.2956))) && (ballNN(countNN-1,1) + R/2*sin(xhold(3,i))) > hinge4NN(countNN-1,1)) 
|| (xhold(3,i) >= (90/57.2956) && (xhold(3,i) <= (270/57.2956) || (xhold(3,i) <= (-
90/57.2956))) && ((ballNN(countNN-1,1) + R/2*sin(xhold(3,i))) < hinge4NN(countNN-
1,1))) 
            if (((xhold(3,i) <= (180/57.2956) || (xhold(3,i) <= (-180/57.2956))) && (xhold(3,i) >= 
0)) && (ballNN(countNN-1,2) - R/2*cos(xhold(3,i))) > hinge4NN(countNN-1,2)) || 
(xhold(3,i) >= (180/57.2956) && (xhold(3,i) <= (360/57.2956) || xhold(3,i) >= 0) && 
((ballNN(countNN-1,2) - R/2*cos(xhold(3,i))) < hinge4NN(countNN-1,2))) 
                beyondEnd = 2; 
            end %if ball goes above top of third link 
        end 
        N(i) = mb*-grav*cos(xhold(3,i)); 
        if ((N(i) <= 0) || beyondEnd == 2 || beyondEnd == 2) && flag == 0 % if N <= 0 or if the 
ball leaves either end of the link 
            beyondEnd; 
            N; 
            colorflag = 0; 
            xstart = ballNN(countNN-1,1); %position 
            ystart = ballNN(countNN-1,2); 
            speedx = -L1*xdothold(1,i)*sin(xhold(1,i)) - L2*xdothold(2,i)*sin(xhold(2,i)) - 
xhold(4,i)*xdothold(3,i)*sin(xhold(3,i)) + xdothold(4,i)*cos(xhold(3,i)) + 
R*xdothold(3,i)*cos(xhold(3,i)); 
            speedy =  L1*xdothold(1,i)*cos(xhold(1,i)) + L2*xdothold(2,i)*cos(xhold(2,i)) + 
xhold(4,i)*xdothold(3,i)*cos(xhold(3,i)) + xdothold(4,i)*sin(xhold(3,i)) + 
R*xdothold(3,i)*sin(xhold(3,i));  %<-------------last entry is +, not - 
            tballfinalplus = (-speedy + sqrt(speedy^2 - 4*(ystart-
goalY)*(.5*(grav))))/(2*(.5*(grav))); 
            tballfinalminus =(-speedy - sqrt(speedy^2 - 4*(ystart-
goalY)*(.5*(grav))))/(2*(.5*(grav))); 
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            if tballfinalplus > tballfinalminus %take largest time of two solutions 
                tballfinal = tballfinalplus; 
            else tballfinal = tballfinalminus; 
            end 
            tballfinal; %time to get to goal 
            xfinal = xstart + speedx*tballfinal; %final position of ball 
            yfinal = ystart + speedy*tballfinal + ((grav)*tballfinal^2)/2; 
            holdfinal = [xfinal;yfinal;tballfinal]; 
             totmoment = factor*Momentus(i) 
             erroris = (xfinal - goalX)^2 
            errfinal(1,1) = (xfinal - goalX)^2 + factor*Momentus(i); %error squared + total 
moment in system squared 
            errfinal(2,1) = xfinal; 
            if (imag(tballfinal) ~= 0) || (tballfinal < 0)  %condition if the ball does not throw high 
enough to get in goal - prints a red line 
                tballfinalplusnew = (-speedy + sqrt(speedy^2 - 4*(ystart-
(1.524))*(.5*(grav))))/(2*(.5*(grav))); % -1.524 is ground level 
                tballfinalminusnew =(-speedy - sqrt(speedy^2 - 4*(ystart-
(1.524))*(.5*(grav))))/(2*(.5*(grav))); 
                if tballfinalplusnew > tballfinalminusnew 
                    tballfinal = tballfinalplusnew; 
                else tballfinal = tballfinalminusnew; 
                end 
                tballfinal; %total time to get back to ground level 
                xfinal = xstart + speedx*tballfinal; 
                yfinal = ystart + speedy*tballfinal + ((grav)*tballfinal^2)/2; 
                errfinal(1,1) = (xfinal - goalX)^2 + factor*Momentus(i); 
                errfinal(2,1) = xfinal; 
                colorflag = 1; %if the goal is farther than possible for the ball to go, plot the path in 
red as a "miss" 
                holdfinalnew = [xfinal;yfinal;tballfinal] 
            end 
            num3=.001; 
            T3 = num3; 
            final = tballfinal/T3; 
            for j=1:final %plot path of projectile 
                pathx(j) = xstart + speedx*T3;   
                pathy(j) = ystart + speedy*T3 + (grav*T3^2)/2; 
                T3=T3+num3; 
            end 
            flag = 1; 
            indexvalue = i; 
            if flag == 1 
                break 
            end 
        end 
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        %END PROJECTILE PHYSICS 
         if flag == 1  %if triggered, stop calculating, as the ball has been thrown 
             break 
         end 
    end 
     
    if plotthis == 1 %plot the neural network response and the path of the projectile, if the 
parameter passed equals 1 
        figure 
        hold 
        for i=1:countNN-1 
            a = [hinge1NN(i,1) hinge2NN(i,1)]; 
            b = [hinge1NN(i,2) hinge2NN(i,2)]; 
            c = [hinge2NN(i,1) hinge3NN(i,1)]; 
            e = [hinge2NN(i,2) hinge3NN(i,2)]; 
            f = [hinge3NN(i,1) hinge4NN(i,1)]; 
            g = [hinge3NN(i,2) hinge4NN(i,2)]; 
            h = ballNN(i,1); 
            k = ballNN(i,2); 
                line(a,b,'color',[0,1,1]); 
                line(c,e,'color',[1,0,1]); 
                line(f,g,'color',[0,1,0]);   
                rectangle('Position',[h-(R/2) k-(R/2) R R], 'Curvature', [1 1], 'edgecolor',[.1,.1,.1]); 
        end 
   
        if colorflag == 1 
            plot(pathx,pathy,'r') 
        else 
            plot(pathx,pathy,'b') 
        end 
 
 
Code for optimization function 
 
n = 10e-4; %step size for getting slope 
h = 0; %increment h until steepest descent is found 
change = 1e-6; %change in h 
goalX = -4.191;%meters  This Is The Goal In X Dir (Must Be Negative) 
goalY = 1.524; %meters %1.524m = 5ft    This Is The Goal In Y Dir 
tottime = 1.0688; %total time of the throw 
curve1 = .1342; 
curve2 = .0506; %fraction of total time when prescribed curve begins 
curve3 = .0316; %fraction of total time when prescribed curve begins 
thetaend1 = 99.2189/57.2951; %radians at which theta1 ends up 
j00(1,1) = 0; 
table(1,1) = j00(1); 
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table(1,2) = tottime; 
table(1,3) = curve1; 
table(1,4) = curve2; 
table(1,5) = curve3; 
table(1,6) = thetaend1*57.2951; 
for i = 2:100  
    i 
    holdit = fourdof(tottime, curve1, curve2, curve3,thetaend1,goalX,goalY,1); 
    j00(i,1) = holdit(1); 
    j00(i,2) = holdit(1); 
    j1 = fourdof(tottime+n, curve1, curve2, curve3,thetaend1,goalX,goalY,0); 
    j2 = fourdof(tottime, curve1+n, curve2, curve3,thetaend1,goalX,goalY,0); 
    j3 = fourdof(tottime, curve1, curve2+n, curve3,thetaend1,goalX,goalY,0); 
    j4 = fourdof(tottime, curve1, curve2, curve3+n,thetaend1,goalX,goalY,0); 
    j5 = fourdof(tottime, curve1, curve2, curve3,thetaend1+n,goalX,goalY,0); 
    Dj1 = (j1(1)-j00(i,1))/n; 
    Dj2 = (j2(1)-j00(i,1))/n; 
    Dj3 = (j3(1)-j00(i,1))/n; 
    Dj4 = (j4(1)-j00(i,1))/n; 
    Dj5 = (j5(1)-j00(i,1))/n; 
    j0(1,1) = 0; 
    for i2 = 2:10 
        holdit2 = fourdof(tottime + (-h)*Dj1, curve1 + (-h)*Dj2, curve2 + (-h)*Dj3, curve3 + (-
h)*Dj4, thetaend1 + (-h)*Dj5,goalX,goalY,0); 
        j0(i2,1) = holdit2(1); 
        j0(i2,2) = holdit2(2); 
        differ(i2) = j0(i2,1) - j0(i2-1,1) 
        if (differ(i2) < .01) && (differ(i2) > -.01) 
            break  %terminates only this "for" loop 
        end 
        h=h+change; 
    end 
    tottime = tottime + (-h)*Dj1;  %increase parameters by small amount 
    curve1 = curve1 + (-h)*Dj2; 
    curve2 = curve2 + (-h)*Dj3; 
    curve3 = curve3 + (-h)*Dj4; 
    thetaend1 = thetaend1 + (-h)*Dj5; 
    table(i,1) = j00(i,1); 
    table(i,2) = tottime; 
    table(i,3) = curve1; 
    table(i,4) = curve2; 
    table(i,5) = curve3; 
    table(i,6) = thetaend1*57.2951; 
    table 
    goal = j00(i); 
    if (goal < .0001) && (goal > -.0001) 
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        table(i-1,:) %print out final set of numbers 
        break 
    end 
    pause; 
end 
 
 
 
 


